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KazSTSATis a small Earth 

observation satellite jointly developed 

by Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd 

and GhalamLLP.
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The satellite has a mass of 104 kg and acquires image data 

at 18,7 m GSD with a swath width of 275 km. 

The spacecraft carries several experimental and 

technological payloads, including a Beyond Diffraction Limit 

Imager - BDLI, a Bi-axial Sun Sensor, and a novel on-board 

computer - OBCARM. 

KazSTSATwill be operated by Ghalam, using a fully 

virtualized ground segment with S/X-band software defined 

back-ends deployed at KSAT ground stations in Svalbard 

and a newly developed ground station in Astana.



KAZSTSAT MECHANICAL 
CONFIGURATION

Number Label

1 Payload Panel

2 Technological on-board computer OBCARM

3 Technological optical payload BDLI

4 Data processing system Fireworks

5 2x On-board computer OBC 750

6 Connector bracket

7 4x Reactionwheels

8 Propulsion system

9 2x X-band Transmitter Modules

10 2ȉ X-band Helix antennas

11 Integration trolley

12 Solar cells protector

13 Module SGR-07

14 2x Magnetometer

15 Fireworks Power

16 MGSE

17 SAFT Battery

18 3x Magnetorquer

Main payload: 

SLIM-6 optical instrument
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The STSAT SLIM-6  differs from 

SLIM-6-22 Classical design as it has 

six separate channels in a flat 

configuration each imaging in a 

different spectral band: green, red 

and near-infrared channels as per 

heritage blue, coastal blue and red 

edge channels. As a consequence, 

all six channels image the same 

swath and the swath width is 

reduced twice compared to the 

heritage design.



Parameter Specification

Mass 104 kg

Orbit 590 km SSO

Orbit power generated 50 W

Swath 275 km

GSD 18.7 m

Multi-spectral bands

G: 523-605 nm

R: 629-690 nm

NIR: 774-900 nm

CB: 433-453 nm

B: 450-510 nm

RE: 690-740 nm

MTF on axis @ Nyquist

G: > 29%

R: > 23% 

NIR: > 10%

CB: > 10%

B: >10%

RE: > 14%

SNR
>100:1 RMS across field in all bandsexcept 

Coastal Blue > 60:1

Daily coverage 3,600,000 km2

Downlink rate 80 Mbps

Agility
up to 30Ëoff-nadir angle,

60Ëslew in 100 seconds

Delta-V capacity 17 m/s

Operational lifetime 5 years

TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATIONS



TECHNOLOGICAL PAYLOAD

Memory specification

1 GB SDRAM DDR3 RAM

4 GB NAND Flash (for data)

32 MB SPI Flash (for software)

BI-AXIAL SUN SENSOR²

BASS
The bi-axial analog sun sensor BASS is an important part of

attitude determinationand control system. BASS sun sensors

are devices used on all geostationary and low-orbit satellites

manufactured by AIRBUS DS. The reliability and ultimate

characteristics of these products have been successfully

tested in flight.

KazSTSATmission unit was manufactured by Ghalam in the

frame of the technologytransfer from AIRBUSDS.

Interfaces

12x LVDS I / O Ports

4x analog inputs for BASS

2x PPS MLVDS inputs (with GPS)

1x TC / TM CAN node

The OBCARM was fully designed and developed by Ghalam specialists

with consulting support of British company SSTL. Mass of OBCARM

including its mechanical structure is 0.6 kg. During 2015, a full cycle of

Environmentaltests for the action of external factors was carried out, and

the modulessuccessfullycompleted the entire test program.

OBCARM consists of the following functional parts:

± Processor module;

± Interface board;
± Software.

ON-BOARD COMPUTER ²OBCARM



TECHNOLOGICAL PAYLOAD

Parameter Specification

Optical design

Focal length 440 mm

Aperture diameter 30 mm

GSD 10 m

Field of view 1.3Ë

Spectral band 450-650 nm

Total axial length 126.8 mm

Materials and Mechanical design

Materials
Entrance lens ²BK7G18 (radiation resistant),

mirrors ²BK7, structure ²titanium

Mass 1 kg

Size 174 mm x 109 mm x 83 mm

BEYOND DIFFRACTION LIMIT IMAGER -

BDLI
The BDL imager is a compact optical payload of small effective aperture 
providing a low, but defined, diffraction limited MTF. 

The Ghalam®simage enhancement processing technology is used to obtain 
resolution better than allowed by diffraction limit. This technology allows 
imaging with good quality at miniature sizes of the payload, so it leads to 
compactness of the payloads and lowering the cost of its production. 



KazakhstanInstitute of Space Technologiesunder the supervision

of Ghalam LLP has developed the Nano Satellite KazSciSat on

the basis of CubeSAT technology for Earthquakes precursors

monitoringmission.

The goal is the study of the precursors of seismic hazard by

space means in combination with traditional means of ground-

based observations. The main task is to monitor near-Earth space

in order to study the physical processes in theEarth®sionosphere

and their relationshipwith Earth processes.

Å The payload consists of:

Å Three components fluxgate magnetometer with

electronic unit for the measurements of the Earth

magnetic field components;

Å Data Acquisition System.

Å Ground control complex located in Almaty.

Å Service platform is based on CubeSat-3U technology

Å Full Kazakhstan content of on-board software and on-board 

control complex.

Å In the course of the project, the on-board software was 

developed. It is intended to control the work of the CANN as a 

whole, monitor the subsystems, collect and send telemetric 

service and target information to the Earth, receive and 

execute telecommands from the Earth.

KAZAKH SCIENTIFIC

SATELLITE



Parameter Specification

Mass 3 kg

Orbit
575 km SSO, 

10:30 LTDN

Basic payload
Flux-gate magnetometer 

LEMI-040

Measurement range on each axis 60000 nT

Accuracy of measurements 0.12 - 0.2 nT

Spectral noise density <40 nT/ãHz

Estimated active life 3 months

Radio visibility sessions with a 

ground station in Almaty
5-6 per day

KAZSCISAT

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS



¯Spaceflight° has contracted with 64 spacecraft from 

34 different organizations for the mission to a Sun-

Synchronous Low Earth Orbit. It includes 15 microsats

and 49 cubesats from both commercial and 

government entities, of which more than 25 are from 

international organizations from 17 countries, including 

United States, Australia, Italy, Netherlands, Finland, 

South Korea, Spain, Switzerland, UK, Germany, 

Jordan, Kazakhstan, Thailand, Poland, Canada, Brazil, 

and India.

SSO-A
THE SMALLSAT EXPRESS



The launch of spacecrafts took place on the 

¯Falcon-9 Block 5° launch vehicle of Space X on 

December 3, 2018 from Vandenberg Air Force 

Base. This was the first time, when the 1st stage of 

the LV have been used for the 3rd time.

LAUNCH



The following technologies were developed to build the ground 

station in Astana:

- S-band earth station using software-defined radio frequency and 

network architectures (SDR technology);

- Multipoint control system.

ÅThe ground segment of the KazSTSATmission is based on a

standard Spacecraft Operations Centre (SOC) configuration.

ÅConnection to remote ground station in Svalbard is Ethernet

over IP (Internet) that is LAN transparent for both SOC and the

ground stations.

ÅMission Operations Centre includes new distributed Mission

PlanningSystemand image processing software.

ÅNew experimentalground station based on Ghalam developed

SDRarchitecture was built in Astana.

GROUND SEGMENT


